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Abstract

This study examines the influence of liquidity on the profitability of Iraqi commercial banks. Five banks based in Iraq namely: North bank, Iraqi Islamic bank, Sumer bank, Dar Es-Salam bank and Babylon bank randomly selected and analyzed for the current study over the period 2005 to 2013. Moreover, annual reports of these banks have studied and the main ratios of profitability and liquidity were calculated. These reports are available at Iraqi Stock Exchange site. The variables that were identified as independent for liquidity were, loan deposit ratio, deposit asset ratio and cash deposit ratio, while return on assets as dependent variable for profitability. The Ordinary Least Square (OLS) model used to examine the impact of liquidity on profitability. The study observes that any increase in liquidity ratios as above mentioned will lead return on asset to increase as well. Depending on this study it could be better for Iraqi banks to keep a balance between liquidity and profitability.
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Introduction

In recent years, the impact of liquidity on the profitability is most controversial topic in the banking sector particularly and other sectors in general. There are several studies carried out by different authors to examine that influence. Acter and Mahmud (2014) point out that the two very crucial issues in organization management which might always evaluate the financial health of the company are liquidity and profitability. Both liquidity and profitability might be important decisions for any financial institutions. For instance, Jeevarajasingam (2014) states that the shareholder’s return, risk and customer satisfaction can be influenced by both liquidity and profitability decisions which are significant managerial decision. Each bank attempts to attract more customers in order to obtain more profits and be more profitable bank.
Furthermore, Kaur and Skilky (2013) demonstrate that a company’s overall efficiency and performance can be showed by the profitability ratios while a company also needs liquidity in order to continue their business. Not only profitability is important for financial institutions, but also liquidity might be crucial as well in making financial decisions. As Don (2009, cited in Ahmad 2016) believes that for the survive of the company there should be emphasize more on liquidity than profitability. Similarly, Arena (2008, cited in Acter and Mahmud 2014) observes that one of the driving factors might probably have an effect on the bank failure is liquidity.

Some financial institutions might keep less money in their accounts to gain more profits and they might not care about their liquidity positions. According to Shafana (2015) the firm’s liquidity position would be stronger when they keep a large proportion of current assets but also the overall of profitability will be reduced. It might be not clear for many banks or financial institutions to determine the level of optimal liquidity. According to Kaur and Skilky (2013) the peculiar nature of the firm determines the liquidity requirement of a firm. Moreover, they claim that the optimal level of liquidity cannot be determined by any particular rule which a company might keep to guarantee positive influence on its profitability. As Dahiyat (2016) suggests that in order to calculate the liquidity position of an entity liquidity ratios must be used because these ratios are important in determining the financial position of the entity in short term. It is clear to note that it might be necessary for any banks to keep a balance between liquidity and profitability to be in a safe position when they invest in their current assets.

Purpose of the study

The main objective of the present study is to find out the impact of liquidity on profitability. This paper will attempt to identify the main impacts of liquidity on profitability in the five Iraqi commercial banks namely North bank, Islamic bank, Sumer bank, Dar Es Salam and Babylon bank over the period 2005 to 2013.

Research Question

What is the impact of liquidity on the profitability of the Iraqi commercial banks?

Hypotheses of the study

The following hypotheses were formulated for the study.

\( H_0 \): Liquidity has a positive impact on the profitability in Iraqi commercial banks.

\( H_1 \): Liquidity has a negative impact on the profitability in Iraqi commercial banks.

Literature Review

The nature and scope of predictive literature: A critical characterisation

There are very few studies that have been carried out by various authors to investigate the impact of liquidity on the profitability in banking sectors. Surprisingly, there is no such study has been carried out in Iraqi banks, specifically to find out the impact of liquidity on the profitability of banks. The relationship between liquidity and profitability is still not clear to many readers. Several authors have found a negative relationship while some writers have found a negative association. As well as some of them have found both results and others have found no relationship.

The relationship between liquidity and profitability might be nonlinear. There are several authors in various countries who found a nonlinear relationship between them in banking sector. For example, Shahchera (2012) have found that a nonlinear connection between profitability and liquid assets for a sample of Iranian banks for the period of 2002 to 2009. Moreover, Olarewaju and Adeyemi (2013) found no important link between liquidity and profitability in their study which have conducted on most of deposit money banks in Nigeria over the nine years. It is more interesting that some authors have conducted the study on the same sector and got the same results. Graphic example of this is Akter and Mahmud (2014) indicate that there is no significant link between liquidity and profitability in the sample of 12 banks in Bangladesh. Similarly, Abdulla and Jahan (2014) found no relationship between liquidity and profitability of private commercial banks CSE 30 over the five years in Bangladesh. Also Jeevarajasingam (2014) examined the influence of
liquidity on profitability of banking sector in Sri Lanka and found that liquidity has no significant impact on profitability of that banks. Not only in banking sector authors suggest no link between profitability and liquidity but also in other sectors. For instance, in his study Niresh (2012) focused on the trade-off between liquidity and profitability of 31 listed manufacturing firms in Sri Lanka over the five years which found no significant relationship between liquidity and profitability for that firms. Likewise, Kaur and Skily (2013) show that liquidity has low degree of impact on the profitability of cement firms in India.

Liquidity might impact profitability but this impact might not be clear is it a positive or negative as some authors mentioned. For instance, in the latest study conducted by Al Nimer et al. (2015) showed a significant impact of liquidity (quick ratio) on the profitability (ROA) for the Jordanian banks through the period of 2005 to 2011. Some authors believe that this relationship could be negative or positive at the same time. A good example of this is Narwes (2004, cited in Umobong 2015) suggests that the relationship between liquidity and profitability depend on the liquidity variables that could be organized by a firm and this relationship could be positive or negative.

Liquidity might have a positive impact on profitability and there are several authors who explained in their studies that relationship between liquidity and profitability is positive. For example, in the recent study conducted by Oluwasegun and Samuel (2015) found a positive relationship between liquidity and bank performance for a panel of 13 banks for the period of 2004 to 2012. Similarly, in another latest study conducted by Ismail (2016) found that liquidity (current ratio and the cash conversion cycle) have significant positive impact on profitability (ROA) of the 64 Pakistani non-financial firms for the period of 2006-2011. Furthermore, in a similar studies by Sur et al (2001), Bardia (2007), Bardia (2004) and Sur and Ganguly (2001) cited in Ahmad (2016) there is a positive relationship between liquidity and profitability. It is more interesting to note that in some countries the study to determine the effect of liquidity on the profitability have been done on the different sectors and various authors have obtained the same result. For example, Olagunju et al.(2012) observed that liquidity has a positive influence on profitability of a commercial banks in Nigeria. Similarly, Umobong (2015) demonstrates that there is a positive relationship between liquidity and profitability for a Pharmaceutical firms in Nigeria. Moreover, Ajanthan (2013) suggests that liquidity is positively associated with profitability in his study which has conducted on 8 quoted companies in Sri Lanka over the 5 years. However, some authors have examined the impact between liquidity and profitability just for single ratios not the whole. On other words some authors have only examined one or two ratios of the profitability or liquidity. For example, Bourke (1989, cited in Shahchera 2012) found a positive relationship between liquid assets and profitability for 90 banks for the period of 1972 to 1981. Furthermore, Rehman et al.(2015) found a positive significant link between return on assets and current ratio of the listed companies in Saudi Stock Exchange over the 5 years. It should be noted that the positive relationship might be weak between liquidity and profitability. A good example of these are Larkey et al. (2013) found a weak positive link between liquidity and profitability for the period 2005-2010 of the listed banks in Ghana. Similarly, Ahmad (2016) examined the relationship between profitability and liquidity ratios of standard chartered bank Pakistan and show the weak positive connection between that ratios.

Liquidity might have a negative impact on the profitability because when the firm or any financial organization has more profit this might be the result of keeping a little money in their accounts. There are many authors who supported that liquidity has a negative effect on the profitability. For example, Shafana (2015) have found that liquidity have a significant and negative effect on profitability of financial institutions in Sri Lanka for the period from 2009 to 2013 which covered 16 banks and finance firms quoted in the Colombo Stock Exchange. Moreover, Raheman and Nasr (2007, cited in Akter and Mahmud 2014) found a strong negative relationship between liquidity and profitability in the study which conducted on some Pakistani firms listed on Karachi stock exchange. Similarly, Bolek and Wilinski (2012) found that liquidity has a negative impact on the profitability of a company in their study which has been done on a group of construction companies listed on Warsaw Stock Exchange. Eljelly (2004) used correlation and regression on a sample of 929 joint stock companies in order to examine the link between liquidity and profitability and found that there is a significant negative relation between them which has measured by current ratio. Furthermore, Saleem and Rehman (2011) mention that there is a close relationship between liquidity and
profitability when liquidity increases profitability will decreases and vice versa for the 26 oil and gas companies in Pakistan over the 5 years. Some recent studies by various authors examined that relationship. Likewise, In the recent study by Dahiyat (2016) empirically examined the impact of liquidity and solvency on banks profitability in all banks quoted in Amman exchange for the period 2012-2014 and found that profitability will be negatively influenced by liquidity.

Not only the impact of liquidity on profitability in various firms and manufactures is negative but also this impact is the same in banking sectors too as some authors supported that. There are a number of writers who found a negative impact of liquidity on profitability in banking sectors in different countries. For example, Owolabi et al (2011, cited in Akter and Mahmud 2014) claim that there is a negative relationship between profitability and liquidity in banking organization while this association is positive in manufacturing organization. Moreover, Molyneux and Thorton (1992, cited in Marozva 2015) found a negative link between liquidity and profitability. One of the latest study who has supported this idea is Marozva (2015) looked at the relationship between liquidity and bank performance over the period 1998 to 2014 for banks of South Africa and found adverse relationship between net interest margin and funding liquidity risk. The relationship between liquidity ratios and profitability ratios might be negative. Authors like Malik et al. (2013) supported that profitability ratio and liquidity ratio have a negative relationship in their study which has conducted on twenty two private banks of Pakistan over the 5 years. In summary, the literature review indicates that the impact of liquidity on the profitability is still not clear because as mentioned before some authors obtained linear relationship while other found nonlinear one.

Methodology

This study is aimed to establish the impact of liquidity on the profitability of the Iraqi commercial banks. The sample of this study is confined to banking sector consists of only five banks which has randomly selected and examined for the analysis purposes. This study has used secondary data for the analysis and all the data were collected from annual reports of the particular banks especially income statements and balance sheets. Moreover, all the annual reports of this study are available in Iraqi Stock Exchange (ISX) site. This study is based on time series data through 9 years from 2005 to 2013. The collected data was analyzed by using E-views 8 statistical software and has been tested through descriptive statistics, correlation and regression analysis. To achieve the main results of the impact of liquidity on the profitability ordinary least square (OLS) estimation of data method has been used. Profitability has been selected as a dependent variable through return on assets and liquidity is determined as independent variable. The models for this study and variables have been used as follows:

Variables

**Dependent variable**

Return on assets= net profit before tax/ total assets

**Dependent variables**

Loan deposit ratio= loan and advances/ total deposit

Deposit asset ratio= total deposits/ total assets

Cash deposit ratio= cash& equivalent/ total assets

**Models**

ROA= α + β₁₁ LTD + β₁₂ DTA + β₁₃ CTD+ Ui

Where: ROA= Return on assets

LTD= loan deposit ratio

DTA= deposit asset ratio

CTD= cash deposit ratio
α : the constant , β: the regression coefficient

Findings and analysis

Table 1 show that the descriptive statistics of the ROA as a dependent variable and LTD, CTD and DTA as independent variable of five Iraqi banks over the nine years. It reveals that all the variables have a positive mean ROA 0.060667, LTD 0.510769, DTA 0.486174 and CTD 0.583532. LTD has the highest maximum value of 1.80155 and ROA the lowest maximum value of 0.14474. DTA has the highest minimum value of 0.031751 and LTD has the lowest value of 0.00487. The highest standard deviation value is LTD 0.4091009 and the minimum one is ROA with a value of 0.028140. It can be clearly seen that depending on the descriptive statistics almost all the variables have positive descriptive value.

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of the variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ROA</th>
<th>LTD</th>
<th>DTA</th>
<th>CTD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.060667</td>
<td>0.510796</td>
<td>0.486174</td>
<td>0.583532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>0.0555999</td>
<td>0.46611</td>
<td>0.492805</td>
<td>0.57198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>0.14474</td>
<td>1.80155</td>
<td>0.853171</td>
<td>1.00207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.00744</td>
<td>0.00487</td>
<td>0.031751</td>
<td>0.01772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Dev.</td>
<td>0.028140</td>
<td>0.4091009</td>
<td>0.229309</td>
<td>0.2139658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>0.735201</td>
<td>0.998782</td>
<td>-0.247555</td>
<td>-0.477034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>3.601276</td>
<td>3.961881</td>
<td>2.403352</td>
<td>3.506411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarque-Bera</td>
<td>4.731781</td>
<td>9.2165307</td>
<td>1.127104</td>
<td>2.187564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
<td>0.093865</td>
<td>0.009969</td>
<td>0.569183</td>
<td>0.334947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>2.73002</td>
<td>22.985820</td>
<td>21.87782</td>
<td>26.25894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum Sq. Dev.</td>
<td>0.0348424</td>
<td>7.363999</td>
<td>2.313640</td>
<td>2.0143815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors calculation

Table 2 illustrates the correlation between dependent variable which is return on assets and independent variables such as loan deposit ratio, deposit asset ratio and cash deposit ratio over the specified period. It can be observed from the table that the positive correlation found between the dependent and independent variables. So that an increase in independent variables, dependent variable will also increase. Moreover, no correlation coefficient is passed the rule of thumb +/-0.8 although the relation of LTD and DTA is quite high. An important finding of correlation matrix of this study is that the correlation between independent variables is negative.

Table 2: Correlation Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ROA</th>
<th>LTD</th>
<th>DTA</th>
<th>CTD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0286</td>
<td>0.0363</td>
<td>0.2062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTD</td>
<td>0.0286</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.6563</td>
<td>-0.4256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTA</td>
<td>0.0363</td>
<td>-0.6563</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTD</td>
<td>0.2062</td>
<td>-0.4256</td>
<td>0.3609</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors calculation
It is seen from the Table 3 that the results of regression which is panel least square. From that table for a one unit increase in LTD, ROA will increase by 0.012291 holding all other variables constant. The positive relationship makes sense because any increase in the LTD should increase ROA. Furthermore, any increase in the both DTA and CDT, ROA will increase by 0.00729605 and 0.034301 respectively holding LTD constant. The constant term here provides approximately the average of ROA, 0.03082665, when other explanatory variables are equal to zero. Here this means that ROA will equal to 0.03082665 when there is no independent variables. This does not make any economic sense.

All tests are two sided and conducted at the 5% level, with degree of freedom(N-K-1) equal to 40. It gives approximately a t-critical value of +/-2.462/ so that if /t-statistic/ > /t-critic/ the null hypothesis will be rejected at the 5% level.

For LTD:

$$H_0: B_1 \text{ equals to } 0; \ H_1: B_1 \text{ not equals to } 0$$
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above findings any increase in the cash & equivalents, loans and advances, and total deposit will increase the net income for the banks. So that Iraqi banks should prefer more safety and confidence in order to attract more customers or more depositors for gaining more profits and be safe at the same time. It might be a good idea for Iraqi banks to keep a balance between liquidity and profitability to avoid any financial risks. Finally, more studies could be conducted in Iraqi banks to investigate the impact of liquidity on profitability of large samples.
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